
Meaningful linkage and integration of

physiological, sensory, cognitive, and

emotional responses to one’s time,

space, and life context

Revisiting of positive life-experiences to

activate resources and to adjust basic

assumptions.

Choose how to act with this new

evaluation (i.e., volunteer, enhance

relationships).

MAKING MEANING THROUGH TRAUMAMAKING MEANING THROUGH TRAUMA

 

pandemic processing

Narrative Exposure Therapy

Imaginal exposure to the traumaticevents (‘hot spots’) takes place
through writing. 

The exposure piece works throughactivation of the fear memory
while writing. Detailed narration
and imagination of traumatic
events in the context of larger life
experience help to modify the
emotional networks.

NET's process helps us find meaning through difficult circumstances - perfect for
processing the pandemic! 

of life as a whole. 

It is understood that the story a person tells about their life influences
how the person perceives both their experiences and wellbeing. Framing

one’s life story solely around the traumatic experiences leads to a
feeling of persistent trauma and distress. Integrating the trauma into a

larger life story helps them find strength and understanding 

How did the pandemic begin for

you? 

How did it end? 

What were the highly anxious or

arousing events that occurred just

before, during, and after? 
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Narrative Exposure Therapy (NET) is an evidence-based treatment for trauma in adults
and children with multiple stressors or complex trauma histories. 

Since oral narratives are an integral part of every human culture worldwide, and imaginal
exposure is proven to be a first-line treatment in trauma spectrum disorders, NET ensures
healing of trauma symptoms through these combining these components.

LAY OUT THE

LIFELINE

 THE NARRATIVE

EXPOSURE

PROCESS-

INTEGRATE

Active chronological
reconstruction of the
autobiographical/
episodic memory.

Cognitive re-evaluation of
thoughts and behavior patterns
noted during writing.

USE OF


